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WE ARE LEAD GENERATION AND 
APPOINTMENT SETTING SPECIALISTS


Get qualified sales meetings booked directly with
the right decision makers like Telemarketing Professionals.


   Let's Talk  
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Trusted Badges We Have Earned
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Why Choose us
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AUSTRALIAN CALLERS ONLY!
Australian callers produce the best results, receptionists put them though, and they are able to engage with decision makers.




   Read More  
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100 % TRANSPARENCY
You’ll get online access via mobile app, seeing leads and appointments as they’re generated with daily call reports, and weekly summary reports.




   Read More  
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TECHNOLOGY
We use state of the art technology, which enables us to present as inside sales, making calls as your company executives, as well as sending out corporate branded emails, with your company signature.




   Read More  
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IN BUSINESS SINCE 2010
We’ve been in business for over 10 years now and are one of Australia’s most trusted and reliable call centers. We are appointment setting specialists.




   Read More  
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RESULTS YOU CAN COUNT ON
Nothing is as effective as speaking directly to decision makers. We’ll assist you in generating quality leads that result in sales appointments, not a bunch of no value leads that go nowhere.




   Read More  
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BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS
We work closely with you in a very personal manner, tailoring each campaign specifically to your company needs.




   Read More  








 Explore  Best Solution  For your Business


LEAD GENERATION
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We’ll generate qualified sales leads you can count on to grow your business.


   Read More  




APPOINTMENT SETTING
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We are appointment setting specialists. We’ll generate qualified sales appointments to grow your business.


   Read More  




CALL CENTRE SERVICES
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Whether for customer service or new business lead generation, we can assist in nurturing existing relationships, and establishing new profitable ones.


   Read More  




TELE-
 MARKETING
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We’re the experts in outbound Australian telemarketing campaigns across ANZ. Be sure to get the quality and professionalism that you’re looking for.


   Read More  





SELL YOUR EVENT
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We’ll help you advertise, market and sell your event, ensuring your event is booked out.


   Read More  




SELL YOUR SEMINAR
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We’ll help you advertise, market and sell your seminar, ensuring your event is booked out.


   Read More  




DATABASE CLEANSING
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Your database is your most valuable asset, ensure it’s up to date. While updating, we’ll be generating new leads.


   Read More  




CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
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Satisfied clients are essential, we’ll help provide survey calls to find out where your business can improve.


   Read More  







RESEARCH CALLS
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Whatever your research campaign, we can work with you to achieve the results you’re after.


   Read More  




SURVEY RESEARCH
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We can assist with survey and research via personalized telemarketing calls, emails and survey links.


   Read More  










About Telemarketing Professionals


Founded in 2010, Telemarketing Professionals is one of Australian’s leading marketing agency’s specializing in outbound telemarketing. We aim to generate awareness, increase market share, and sales revenues by building sales pipelines that are filled with qualified leads and appointments to help grow your business.
Will we provide a number of outbound marketing services, we foremost experts and specialists in appointment setting.
We provide excellent outbound telemarketing services as our team is only use well-trained local Australian telemarketers with an easily understood neutral accent. We are equipped with the latest cutting edge technology and combine calls with email marketing and automation to guarantee maximum quality results.








 Join Our  Esteemed Client  Community
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Most Asked Questions


 How does telemarketing benefit businesses?

  


Telemarketing allows businesses to reach a large audience quickly, personalize communication, gather valuable feedback, and generate immediate responses, ultimately driving sales and fostering customer relationships.



How do call centre services enhance customer experience?

  


Call centre services ensure prompt and efficient resolution of customer queries, offer multi-channel support, provide personalized assistance, and maintain consistent communication, leading to improved customer satisfaction and loyalty.





How does lead generation contribute to sales growth?

  


Lead generation helps businesses expand their customer base, increase brand visibility, nurture relationships with prospects, and streamline the sales process by providing a steady stream of qualified leads, thereby driving revenue growth and profitability.




How does appointment setting streamline sales efforts?

  


Appointment setting ensures efficient use of sales resources by connecting sales professionals with pre-qualified prospects who have expressed interest in the company's offerings, facilitating meaningful interactions, and increasing the likelihood of converting leads into customers.













How effective is cold calling in B2B sales?

  


Cold calling remains a valuable strategy in B2B sales for initiating conversations with decision-makers, identifying opportunities, gathering market insights, and building relationships. When executed strategically with targeted prospecting and compelling messaging, cold calling can yield significant results in generating leads and driving revenue growth.

















   Read All FAQ's  
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What Our Customers Say About Us
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Telemarketing Professionals - Appointment Setting & Lead Generation Specialists
5.0
Based on 4 reviews
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review us on
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Telemarketing Professionals provided outstanding service for my marketing campaign. Their customer service was excellent, and the telemarketers were professional, knowledgeable, and polite. The campaign resulted in a significant increase in leads and sales. Highly recommended for any business looking to boost their marketing efforts!
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We used Telemarketing Professionals for lead generation and appointment setting in Solar and were impressed with the quality of appointments, we tried a number of other players previously and were not impressed but these guys came up trumps, would highly recommend them. Regards Ian M, Eco Solar.
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Excellent service, very professional and they get results.
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We have now deployed Shaun and his team at Telemarketing Professionals on several occasions to boost our reach and gain awareness of our product in a very competitive software space. I think because we hand crafted our calls and follow-ups (shortened them dramatically), and because Shaun's team are local Australians, the response rate was very high. You can expect the conversion rate to get better each day as the team understand more about your product and customer. If your business can benefit from personalised phone calls direct to your potential clients then I would recommend TP for sure. Communication is so important and these guys are brilliant at it..... if you can get Shaun to shorten his sentences that is...Ha Ha! 🙂
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Recent Updates




   Read All Blogs  
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Lead Generation
  Top Lead Generation Services Australia to Boost Sales & ROI 
In the competitive landscape of Australian business, lead generation stands as a cornerstone for sustainable growth. However, many businesses struggle to effectively capture and convert leads into customers, hindering their sales and ROI potential. In this detailed guide, we look at lead generation services Australia. We will discuss strategies, advantages,

  Read More » 
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Telemarketing Professionals
  Top Australian Call Centre Services for Businesses 
In the fast-paced world of business, effective communication is paramount. Australian call centre services play a pivotal role in ensuring seamless interactions between businesses and their customers. From scheduling appointments to making sales calls, these services provide customized solutions for various business requirements. The Importance of Australian Call Centre Services

  Read More » 
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Telemarketing Professionals
  Turn Prospects into Profits with Telemarketing Services Australia 
In the competitive landscape of business, effective communication and outreach strategies are paramount for success. Australia’s telemarketing services industry stands as a pivotal player in facilitating this communication. Offering businesses unparalleled opportunities to engage with their target audience. In this article, we delve into the realm of telemarketing services Australia.

  Read More » 
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  Call Us At 
 02 9982 2112




   
  Mail Us At 
 [email protected]




   
  Reach Us At 
 6/49 Frenchs Forest Rd E, Frenchs Forest, NSW 2086 Sydney, Australia
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  Top Lead Generation Services Australia to Boost Sales & ROI 
In the competitive landscape of Australian business, lead generation stands as a cornerstone for sustainable
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Telemarketing Professionals Contact Us:









         Lead Source - Website
-None-
SEO Organic Search
Bing or Yahoo PPC
Google AdWords
Website Enquiry
Zoho Reseller Website
Cold Call
Employee Referral
External Referral
Client Referral
Partner
Trade Show
Zoho Corp - Lead Allocation
Website enquiry




Lead Status
-None-
New
No Contact
Email Only
Email Follow Up
Nurture
Follow Up
Appointment Booked
Appointment - Rescheduled
Appointment - Cancelled
Appointment Seen - No Deal
Sales Presentation - Not Interested
Not Interested - No Pitch
Pitched - Not Interested
Wrong Number
Duplicate
Client
Handled Overseas
Not Qualified
Competitor
Opportunity Identified
Likely To Proceed
Verbal Confirmation
Deal Passed to Rep
Deal Won
Deal Lost
Dead End
To Screen
Junk Lead
Lead Refreshed
New Lead




Lead Type
-None-
Telemarketing
Zoho
Tele & Zoho
Other




Company*



Full Name*



Phone*



Email*



How did you hear about us?*
-None-
Tradeshow
SEO Organic Search
Google Adwords Advert
Bing, Yahoo or MSN Adwords Advert
Word of Mouth or Referral




Company Requirements*



Enter the Captcha
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